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Research   

•  PhD project supervised by Holger Pötzsch (UiT, Norway) & co-
supervised by Miguel Sicart (ITU, Denmark) 

•  Intersection between 
–  Cultural memory 
–  Digital games 
–  Marginalized / non-hegemonic perspectives & identities 

•  “The key issue is not so much one specific group, but an interventionist focus on 
the power hierarchies that makes one perspective or identity dominant over others” 

•  Intersectionality is key 

•  1 year in: 
–  Assassin’s Creed Freedom Cry, black diaspora, contemporary white 

supremacy in media, player perspectives 
–  Spring 2016: Qualitative findings through player perspectives and 

developers 



Interviews 

•  From January 2016 to May 2016 
 
•  Anonymous 

•  Approval from NSD (Norwegian Centre for Research Data) 

•  Informants can opt out at any time for any reason whatsoever 

•  Interview guide focused on 
–  Player preferences in genres, representation, history 
–  Reflection on non-dominant perspectives 

–  Developer considerations in the production & marketing process 
–  Approach to history, use of historical sources, attention to non-dominant 

perspectives 



Theoretical background for the interviews 

•  Hall (1993): Encoding / Decoding 

•  Level of encoding (production, circulation) 
–  Developers / marketers 

•  Level of decoding (use, reproduction) 
–  Players / critics 

•  Methodology: 
–  Semi-structured qualitative interviews (May 2013) 
–  Exploratory goal, covering blindspots 
–  Future idea: focus group interviews, online survey/questionnaire 



•  Methodological considerations 
–  Limits of method 

•  How to analyze the data 
–  Categorization? 
–  Mapping?  

•  Reading into the data 

•  Connection to generalization + broader concepts/explanation of social 
phenomena 



Developers 

•  Developers who reference history in their games 
–  Multi-functional lead game designers (code, art, narrative, design) 
–  Writer 
–  Business analyst 

–  Primarily small-scale productions (~5-10 developers) 
–  Primarily white men in their 20’s-30’s, European 
–  Norway, Denmark, Canada 

–  ~50% response rate  
•  CEO 
•  Lead designer & writer 
•  Lead designer & writer 
•  CEO, business analyst 
•  Writer 



CEO 

•  Their aim is to develop a reflected approach for school students (9-13 years) 
to historical sources.  
–  Uses historians as consultants, but not final say 

•  100 schools estimated 

•  Challenge of maintenance & sustainability 

•  In schools: ”Marslow’s pyramid”, games at the top 

•  Commercialization of educational games really difficult 

•  Distribution problem: App store, communication, luck and coincidence 

•  Did not see much reason to include people from the depicted background 



Lead designer & writer 

•  “Only 3 or so games had previously dealt with this history, so we could 
more or less do whatever we wanted, we found what we could use of 
movies and books, for example we used Apocalypto a lot [...] but it is a 
good source of inspiration for that period and that setting to set in place 
South American culture“ 

•  Historical documents as inspiration 

•  Business is important 

•  Marketing is important 

•  Didn’t see much reason in who is allowed to depict things 
–  No people from that continent involved. 



Lead designer & writer 

•  «In school, I was not told that [X] was the country that pioneered the 
transatlantic slave trade; that it was responsible for enslaving 30 to 50% 
of its victims. We do not talk about the crimes in our collective past; what 
is taught is how [X] was great, a glorious country, because it "found" this 
or that country before all other Europeans, and because it held the first 
overseas empire in History. The human cost of those endeavors are 
kept hush-hush» 

•  The game can be meant as a contribution to a sort of awareness and 
proliferation of uncomfortable history 

•  Encounters dismissal of games – “why not literature or film instead?” 

•  Sensitive subjects are really hard to get funding & greenlighted 



CEO, designer, business analyst 

•  Predicting the market 2-3 years from now  

•  Seeing what is popular in terms of genre 

•  The story is arbitrary to the design, it is used to spice or make the 
product original and stand out  

•  Demographic thinking: “Appealing to 18-35 year old men” 

•  Members on the team affiliated with the culture, being respectful and so 
forth  

•  Open to criticism 



Writer 

•  “I think game writing has a reputation of being collaborative, and team-
oriented and you make compromises, and negotiate and that is all fine 
but I am disinclined to leave behind the quest for truth and asking 
uncomfortable questions, so I see my role within the team to find what’s 
uncomfortable in history and raise the question and push for its 
representation and my personal interest is in things…l like 
decolonization, trying to notice the people who don’t have a voice 
because our historical narrative have predominantly been told or at 
least repeated and shared from a single perspective.” 

•  Building an audience, making sequels, developing a market, be 
predictable, satisfy expectations, 

  
•  The challenge of writing around killing 



Scope of the production 

•  Usually the larger the team, usually the more commercial the project, the 
more likely you are to find people who just not have pre-existing ideas 
about how things, its about a nest of pre-existing ideas, how things 
are in history, how things have to be in games, what is going to 
sell, and there's a cautiousness with having to protect a large 
budget that makes it harder for people to embrace larger ideas, and 
so I see it as being my role to kind of, I don’t know, make them at least 
have to think about them. Its very difficult to do that without 
becoming an adversary. […]  

•  I don’t know, there's so much interesting in history that deserve to be 
heard and that you feel sometimes you are re-injuring them by not 
paying close enough attention to their stories.  



Approach to historical sources 
•  Its not the history of men, luckily there are historical sources written by women or 

people of color that tell you otherwise, the internet can be very helpful, there is a set of 
sidemissions in [redacted] and i created a character that was [redacted] and like a 
historical text was saying that her people had already died out by then, but if I 
went online I could actually find descendants that were saying "no we’re not dead, 
we're still here, stop saying that we died out, we're not extinct, we have a culture and 
language, and a people and this is where we live and this is who we are", so that gave 
me really the courage to keep her in the story, and that was kind of her thing, no we're 
not dead yet, but i cant remember if she made it thourgh into the game, cause not 
everything that you want to express like that is going to sruvive the mission design 
process, especially production tends to get more and more crazy as more and more 
get into that box as you enter that finishing line kind of stuff, but I thought that was a 
really interesting experience with finding these historical sources and looking, just 
finding contemporary sources that contradicted them and just deciding that i was 
going to value the opinion of these present-day people over at least what i think 
was kind of stuffy historical sources, like if i have a person of latin origin standing in 
front of me, they were real about their culture and I’m not going to say "this guy at the 
university in the UK that says that you don't exist, so I’m sorry I cant quote you", you 
have to trust that people know themselves, you know.  



‘Historians’ 
•  “They usually find someone at a university or someone who has been a 

subject matter expert, usually, often there are two people, if you go to them 
with your research request, they can help you find information, and the other 
will exist to review what was already written or created after the fact, I don't 
want to talk too much about that system, how do I say this, I wouldn’t sell it 
and I’m not allowed to talk about it, not going to sell it based on my various 
type of agreements with contracts with those companies. but yeah we did 
sell that pretty hard.” 

•  “A writer or a designer who believes in that and interested in cultural 
memory, can do as good or better a job than any historian you hire, 
because your ability to see you know hidden or overlooked stories has to 
start with your belief that they exist and theyre valuable and you know 
someone with a historical education does not necessarily believe those 
things, they may have been acclimated to an academic way of thinking 
or not their primary area of interest, and if they're not dedicated to 
finding these things, they wont find as much information and they wont 
follow up the same leads that you can as a creator with a direct 
interest.” 



Esoteric gaming culture 

•  “Gaming in general I find very self-referential. people will have seen a lot of 
science fiction and action movies, so the references within our culture are 
very pertinent and always on the forefront, anything you want to do is to 
be able to work with those people who only have those references to 
make them see beyond them or work your way to have them see 
beyond them in an action movie, so its dangerous, things coming out 
the same all the time and people having assumptions that things can 
only be done one way, and if you’re not able, […] to translate quickly and 
vividly in a way that makes more challenging ideas accessible, otherwise 
you’re not going to get your point across and it wont end up in a game. And 
some of these things and underrepresented cultures, it can take time and 
exploration to do justice and find value and understand whats important and 
ideally youre just not sitting there alone deciding as a white person on a 
computer on behalf of an entire underrepresented culture, you need to reach 
out and make contacts, and im sure as a researcher yourself, these things 
take time, so youre always juggling the balance with the need to immediately 
sell your idea and researching it.”  



Players 

•  Interviews predicated on thoughts on ‘historical games’ 
–  No limitation on which game or genre 

–  Norwegian, Danish, US (so far) 
–  Between 18 and 35 of age 
–  Both men and women, racialized differently,  
–  30% response rate  

•  Fernando 
•  Marlene 
•  Sophie 
•  Paul 

•  Dissemination channels may exclude others (social network, access to 
digital technologies, language in call for interviews) 



Motivations 

•  A variety of options in some genres 
–  Fernando: ”You could play as the Gauls, the Britons, Germanic 

tribes, they were like the Barbarian tribes, and then you have like 
Egypt and Greece, Mesadonia, Hellenistic, and so and that was one 
of the fun things about the game that you have all these 
different factions and their history and play style as well” 

•  Options to simulate the grand history differently:  
–  Fernando: “I did that and I thought that was really funny to me, 

so the whole thing of going where defying history and all that is 
really fun, because you get the feeling that you’re so smart and 
knowledgeable and all that, so it’s gratifying. 



Getting to learn about history through games: 

•  Marlene:  
–  “I think it’s a really good game or gaming, these historic games, 

because with the geography you get to know different names, 
where they were seated, what the towns were called, and how 
they would do war and what they would focus on and how they 
would dress and were they well-armored or just had paint jobs, 
and I started reading about these different factions and all of them 
were really fascinating in their own way.”  



History vs entertainment 

•  Marlene: 
–  “I don’t want to be on the historical buff-kinda level, because it ruins 

a lot of entertainment for you, if you’re watching the Gladiator and 
they’re enjoying it, you’re thinking it’s cool, and then you have this 
history buff who sits besides you, you’re enjoying the movie and he’s 
like “oh they would never wear clothes like that, it doesn’t make 
sense.” 

–  “If I want historical accuracy, I can read a history book, but I want to 
play a game where historical accuracy is a bonus.”  



Dominant groups 

•  Fernando 
–  “But my default setting, if someone asked me, who’s the good guys 

in Rome Total War, I would always say the Romans of course, but I 
think that’s kind of Hollywood , because they are often portrayed 
in a story they are always the good guys usually, so I’m just for 
one and of course the histories are written by the victors and all that” 

 
–  “Not at the time, I would been more like “of course the Romans are 

the good guys I guess”, because when you read about them it’s 
almost from their perspectives and of course they are Europeans, so 
was the Gauls and what-not, but yeah at the same time when 
talking about Gauls we are talking about Asterix and Obelix so 
we know that the Romans aren’t really the good guys always.” 



Emphasis on main faction 

Fernando 
•  If I would start Rome I would most likely go for the Roman faction but 

that’s because preference as well as like thinking that the developers 
most likely may think that most people will try this faction to start with, 
this is like the poster boy faction so its also a good faction to play 
when you’re learning the game, it’s a safe faction really. So because 
of those reasons as well, but when I have gotten comfortable with the 
game, I would then try to experiement, and try some different factions.  



Fantasy & ‘historical accuracy’ 
Sophie 
•  “... there are people of color in them but you don’t see them as NPCs , its an amazingly 

written game, its beautiful, its challenging, you know, there’s boats you travel with, its not like 
you’re stuck in one small city where you could sorta kinda excuse you know a lack of diversity 
if you never left that town or that city or that country, but you’re travelling all over this world 
and you don’t even see NPCs of color, Geralts not even fully human...With DLC you finally 
get people from I think Zarkaria where there's brown people in the universe, and they 
literally had to be DLC and if you look at any argument especially in high fantasy 
games, you know im a huge bioware nerd, I love Dragon Age, and the excuse you often 
get historical accuracy, which we know is not true 

•  I was in New York and once in there I saw imagery and iconography of a Black knight, 
so its not like this is hidden from view and you know if you can create a whole new 
languages and elves and dragons and magic and all of this fantastical stuff, you 
shouldn’t be using the excuses of historical accuracy, especially when you’re not making 
a literal fantasy game. That’s the excuse I get. "Its historical accuracy” and that kinda makes 
me see red, well I mean if you can have a game where people can do earth magic and do all 
this other stuff, and have an engine where you can actually make character of color, there’s 
no excuse not to have more diversity within your NPCs or your playable characters. 

•  it was interesting because you could be a pirate, a woman pirate, but you couldn’t be other 
thing than white, you had no body diversity, and that’s something “well you’re a pirate, so that 
shouldn’t make much difference”, like “there's a giant narwhale here but I can't be brown” 



Do some people want alternatives? 
Paul 
•  Of the historical eras, the medieval times been covered really well, as well as 

the world times thanks to Rome and those games, antic areas, I would 
guess, maybe if I could choose the Rennaissance era, the era before 
Empire: Total War, and maybe even the Bronze age, the era before the 
Antique, before Alexander the Great and the Roman empire, when the cradle 
of civilization, like the Middle East where they were the most advanced, 
that has always fascinated me,  

•  Well, it’s hard to relate to those [Africa, South America] because of like my 
own European perspective of things like if you say how about South 
American history and all I can think of is like yeah the conquistadors 
and then again that’s Spain and Portugal, so yeah Europeans. Same 
with Africa, African history oh you mean when you started with slavery 
and all that, and again it’s always when Europeans intrude, but when it 
comes to Asian history it’s more isolated, like you have this interest for like 
the Shogun games, so you get this you get to see how the Japanese the 
whole Japan power struggle is and part of their culture and history 



Do some people want alternatives? 

Paul 
•  If I say no [to the question of being interested in other continents/

countries], it’s maybe because I don’t know enough about their 
history, would I like to play a game with those, I don’t know, but 
maybe that’s because there hasn’t been any game that introduces 
the history of these continents and their people. So it might be a 
really fun experience. I think the reason for it there might be this tribe 
continents, Aztecs, Mayans, same with African tribes, and that maybe 
we don’t find it as appealing, we just see it as “what did they do?” 
They lived in tribes until we came and made them civilized. In Japan 
and China, what about those? They are not European, but yeah those 
were more like us, they built these, they have these power 
struggles, and built civilizations that consisted of more than some 
huts, not that there didn’t exist power struggles between African tribes, 
but of course they did, but maybe there not as documented, 



  

Paul 
•  “I think if it’s the Danish or the Swedish in Napoleon, they have a unit 

they call Norwegian ski troops and I always thought that was kind of 
cool, yay we’re not in the game but at least we got a unit, I’ll take 
that.”  



Maintaining the status quo 
Sophie 
•  I think its both because until someone pushes you on your assumptions and until someone 

makes you realize that once you see people who are not like you in a leading role and you 
get to see people who are like you getting to save the universe or the world for a change and 
there’s a lot of, you know, it’s not the best terminology, but i think its unintentional manifest 
destiny of your entertainment is what happens to people because the expectation is 
everything is for people like me, its weird. Its not right if people like me arent in it, I mean 
look at the response to Blackish, the tv show here, look at Empire, and people are just like oh 
my god at these Black shows, and I’m just like, well, 2 shows out of how many yesars of 
entertainment. Its so ridiculous 

•  Then you also get the "go make your own” and when you do, you’re racist and you’re 
excluding people and I’m like “you cant have both” and thats the weird thing about it, go 
make your own and quit complaining, and if i went and made a game with an all-POC cast, or 
a very diverse cast, it'd go "well what about the White characters?", look at Hamilton, perfect 
example, people suing to make sure that white people can be in Hamilton, which misses the 
point that the way that he constructed the musical, Dr Strange with Tilda Swinton being the 
new master, which should’ve been a Chinese guy, Dr. strange as far as I know wasnt white, 
and Benedicte Cumberbatch playing characters that should be people of color, Scarlett 
Johansson in theGghost in the Shell live action movie, and so there's this expectation of 
people like me, there’s a character in the Hunger Games that is actually described as being 
black so she was cast with a young black girl in the movie, and people were so angry, now it 
literally said in the book she is described  as black. Were they so blind by their 



Fan culture, modability of games 

Sophie 
•  One thing that I'll notice with Dragon Age fandom, 1: they white-wash 

characters of color, Vivienne, one of the characters in your party, ...she is 
a striking dark skinned black woman and not even a day passed before 
someone redrew her basically as a very petite white woman who looked 
different and changed her lips and nose and called her features ugly and 
people will do like that’s just their take on it, and I’m like "no you are 
erasing that many people don’t get to see yourself as“ 

•  [example of Stellaris mod recently] 



Demands of the industry 

Sophie 
-  Changes at the level of production 

-  Willing to do the work 

-  Awareness and unintentional bias 

-  Paying people for their work 



Broader trends 

•  Players 
–  Subverted to a certain discourse (‘historical accuracy’) 
–  Unaware of other histories, ‘tunnel vision’ 
–  Entertainment/engagement primary factor 

•  Developers 
–  A very open approach to historiography 
–  Different motivations – political, economical, mnenomic,  
–  Time and money pressure 
–  Some unaware or didn’t care about their own position 
–  Mass culture plays a significant part 



•  Methodological considerations and consequences for the data 
–  Limits of method 

•  How to analyze the data 
–  Categorization 
–  Mapping?  

•  Reading into the data 
 
•  Connection to generalization + broader concepts/explanation of social 

phenomena 

•  Analyzing the data and making a paper on it  
–  Both player and developer perspectives?  

 
 



Sneak peek 

 
•  Currently looking into prosthetic memory + identity tourism across power 

hierarchy/-ies 
–  Consuming the Other (hooks)  
–  Digital blackface (Leonard) 
–  Identity tourism (Nakamura) 
–  Subaltern (Murkherjee) 



•  Thank you!  


